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Abstract 
Binomial convolution identities of the Hagen-Rothe type with even and odd summation in- 
dices are demonstrated, which are used to establish several matrix multiplication formulas and 
determinant evaluations including the results of Andrews and Burge as special cases. (~) 1999 
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O. Introduction 
For a natural number n and a complex number c, define the sequence {An(c)}n:O,l,2 ....
by factorial fractions 
(1)k (~)k  (c+l~ (2+c)3k  \--ff-13k A2k(c) = 2 
- -  2k k 2 ]2k 
(1)k {c+l'] (c+l )  (C -- 1)3 k 
\ "2" lk  k 2 3k A2k-l(c) = c--1 
k = O, 1,2 . . . .  [A2k(c)], 
k = 1,2 .. . .  [A2k-l(c)] 
with the shifted factorial given by (c)0 = 1 and (c)n = c(c + 1) . . .  (c + n - 1), n = 
1,2,. . . .  This sequence appeared in the work of  Andrews [1] and Mills et al. [16]. 
They established two difficult determinant evaluations 
det [6ij+(c+i+J)]. = fiAt(c) [A~(c)], 
O<~i,j<~n I k=O 
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det [(c+i+j)] 1 i~A2k(2c ) [MRRn(c)], 
O<~i,j<~n 2i = ~-T k=0 
which find very important applications in the enumeration of symmetric lasses of 
plane partitions. New proofs of MRR~(c) are given in [2,20] respectively. 
Two related evaluations, but rather simple to establish, are stated for the first time 
by Goulden and Jackson [10, Corollary 3.2] explicitly as 
det [(c+i)] ~i(l+c+k/2),,-k 
O<~i,j<~n 2i - j = 2 k ( 1/2)k [GJn(c)], 
k=0 
det [(c+i~j)] =~(l+c-n+k/2)n_k [GJtn(c)], 
O<~i,j<~n 2i 2 k (1/2)k 
k=0 
where we have made some trivial parameter replacement. They appeared also in an 
unpublished manuscript (1984) due to Proctor and in the proof of Theorem 5 in [12] 
on the plane partitions of staircase shape with bounded entries. 
Recalling that 
( ( -1 -c+i -2 j )  c + i + j ]  = (_1)2 i _  j 
2i- j  / 2 i - j  ' 
we may restate MRR,(c) as 
(l+n) n 
det [ (c+i -2 j~] - ( - l )  2 HA2k(-2-2c) [MRR:(c)]. 
o<~i,j<~. 2i - j ill 2n+l k=0 
These four evaluations MRRn(c), GJn(c), GYn(c) and MRR~n(c) constitute a class of 
determinant identities for the matrices with entries 
c + i - jO~ 
2i- j  J' 
0 = 0, 1,2, 3. For other values of 0, it seems that, to my knowledge, there are no 
closed formulae appearing in literature. 
Based on the determinant evaluation MRRn(c), Andrews and Burge [3] have re- 
cently discovered a pair of determinant identities with the so-called 'averaging prop- 
erty', which has been further investigated by Goulden and Jackson [10]. The purpose 
of this paper is to generalize their determinant identities with more free parameters 
and evaluate determinants of the matrices with similar structures. By means of for- 
mal power series expansions, everal binomial convolution formulas will be proved in 
the first section. Then in the second section they will be used to demonstrate matrix 
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multiplication formulas. As applications, several determinant identities will be estab- 
lished consequently in the last section. 
1, Binomial convolutions 
For binomial coefficients, there is a pair of very famous convolution formulas due 
to Hagen and Rothe (cf. [11, Section 5.4]) 
k=0 
(1.1a) 
~ + flk'~ (~-  flk~ y -  fin ~ + 7 -  fin 
~aYcf lk (  k . l \n -k ly - f l k -  ~-+~ (en+7) ' (1.lb) 
k=O 
which have been rederived by Gould [7] (see also [17, Section 4.5]) through manipu- 
lating the generating functions 
k=~o ct + flk t~ = z~' 
(1.2a) 
,=o /~ + z - /~ '  
(1.2b) 
where the two indeterminates t and z are related by 
z - 1 = tz/~. (1.2c) 
For further convolution formulas and the related hypergeometric identities we refer the 
reader to the author's recent paper [6]. 
l has a solution x/~ = When fl = 1/2, the last quadratic equation t = x /~-  
!{ t+v '4+ t2}. Define U 2 := z(2t) and V 2 := z(-2t).  We may display their properties 2 
in the following 
Lemma 1.1. For the three &determinates U, V and t related by 
2t=U- - -1  ~U=t+V/ ] -+t  2, (1.3a) 
U 
1 
-2 t= V-  -- ~ V= - t+ x/l +t  2, (1.3b) 
V 
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we have the functional equations 
U × V = 1, (1.4a) 
U + g = 2V/1 + t 2, (1.4b) 
U - V = 2t, (1.4c) 
1 ÷ U 2 = U(U ÷ V), (1.4d) 
1 + V 2 = V(U  + V). (1.4e) 
They can be used to reformulate the generating functions tated in (1.2a-1.2b). 
Proposition 1.2. With complex functions U and V as defined in Lemma 1.1, we have 
the generating function identities 
~ a (akk /2  )~=o a qS)c/2 (2t)k = U2~' (1.5a) 
~'~(a kk/2)(2t)k _ 2Ul+2a 
u + v '  (1.5b) 
k=0 
k=o aqSk/2 k ) ( -20  = V 2", (1.5c) 
~-~(akk/2)(_2t),  2v'+Z~ u + v (1.5d) 
k=0 
Their combinations yield the following generating functions. 
Proposition 1.3. With complex functions U and V as defined in Lemma 1.1, we have 
the generating function identities 
2a (a+k'~ 
U2a + V2a = Z a - -~\  2k ] (2t)2k' 
k=0 
U2 a _ V2 a .~_ ~ 2a . k (2t)2k+l ' 
l+a+k 
k=O 2 
Ul+2a + Vl+2a = ~-"(a+k'~(2t)2~, (cf. [19, 
U+V z._,\ 2k ] 
k=0 
o~ 1 
U l+2a - V l+2a = ~j-'~ (~ -4- a + k'~(2t)zk+ l 




Section 4.3]), (1.6c) 
(1.6d) 
Based on these formal power series expansions, we are ready to establish binomial 
convolution formulas. 
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Theorem 1.4 (Binomial convolution formulas: Andrews-Burge [3]). 
Za~k(a~kk)  c -k  (n -2k)  (1.7a) 
k 
= \(a+C~n / + (Cna), (1.7b) 
2a Zl+a+k(½+a+k]  c -k  (1.7c) 
k ~ l+2k  },n -2k .  
(½+a+c) (½+c-a)  
= 1 + n - 1 + n ' (1 .7d)  
2a-m a +k '] c -k  
Z a rk  (m+2kJ (n -2k)  (1.7e) 
k 
=(a+c]+(_ l )m(c -a+m ~ 
Vm+n/  m+n J" (1 .7 f )  
P roo f .  Manipulate the generating functions 
2ul+2c-n 2Ul+2a+2c-n 2ul+2c-2a-n 
{uga-4- v2a} x gq-V - Uq- V -1- U~- V 
Then the coefficients of t n and t l+n in the formal power series expansions, correspond- 
ing to '+'  and ' - ' ,  lead us to the first two convolution formulas, respectively. They 
have been discovered for the first time by Andrews-Burge [3, Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2)], 
with the help of hypergeometric transformations. 
The last binomial identity is the bilateralization of the first two convolution formulas. 
In fact, the first formula and the reformulation of the second formula with substitution 
a ---+ a - 1/2 can be unified as a unilateral convolution identity 
2a-6{  a+k c -k  "~ = (a+c ( f i+c -  
n -2k l  \6+n k 6+n Z aqT/c ka+2k) (  ) +(_1)  a a),  k 
where 6 = 0, 1 denotes the Kronecker delta. It is, in turn, expressed, under parameter 
replacement 
k--+k+p, a -+a-p ,  c---+c+p, 
n --+ n + 2p, a + 2p---+ m, 
as the finite bilateral convolution formula stated in the theorem. [] 
Theorem 1.5 (Binomial convolution formulas). 
2a 2c -n(  c -k  
Z -a -~(a~ k) c -  k \n -2k)  (1.8a) 
k 
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( )2c -2a-n(c -a )  2a+2c-n a+c + 
- -  _ _ _  , 
aT-e- n c -a  n 
2a (½+a+k'~2c-n(  c -k  ) 
Z±+a+kk l+2k  , l~ -k  \n -2k  
k 2 
_ 2a+Zc-n{½+a+c'] 2c -2a-n  
1 ½+a+c \ l+n  } ~+c-a  
2a-m(  a+k "~2c-n c -k  
Z a-~lc km+2k} c -k  (n -2k)  
k 
2a+2c-m-n(a+c)  




+ c - a) (1.8d) 
l+n  ' 
(1.8e) 
2c-2a+m-n(c -a+m)  
c---a-~--m- m + n . (1.8f) 
Proof. Consider the generating functions 
{U 2a ÷ V 2a} )< U 2c-n = U 2a+2c-n _4_ U2C -2a-n. 
Then the first two convolution formulas result immediately from the coefficients of 
t n and t j+" in the formal power series expansions, corresponding to '+' and ' - ' ,  
respectively. 
The last identity is the bilateralization of the first two, which may be derived exactly 
in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1.4. [] 
Theorem 1.6 (Binomial convolution formulas). 
z2(a -k )+#(m-Ek) (  a -k  2c (c+k'~ 
a---k m-Zk)c~-k \  2k ,/ 
k 
= 2(a+c)+#m(a+c)+2(a-c)+#m(a-c)___ , 
a+c m a -c  m 
z2(a -k )+#(m-Zk) (  a -k  2c (½+c+k'] 
k a---k m-Zk)½+c+k\  l+2k  ,/ 
_- 2 (½+a+c)+u( l+m)(½+a+c)  
!+a+c l+m 
2 
_ 2 (½+a-c )+#( l+m)(½+a-c )  
!+a-c  l+m ' 
2 
(2a+#m)+k(2+2p)( a+k ~2c-n c -k  
Z a~k km+2k,/  c -k  (n -2k)  
k 
__ 2(a+c)+#(m+n)( a+c ) 
a+c m+n/  
+ (_ l )n2(a-c+n)+la(m+n)(a-c+n)  
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Proof. Consider the generating functions 
~U + 21tt u2a_ m x {U 2c -4- V 2c} 
U+V 
_ )~U + 2pt u2a+2c_ m -q- ~U + 21tt u2a_2c_m. 
U+V U+V 
It is trivial to check that 
22U + 2#, U27 Z2  (~ + ~) + n/z (~ + ~)(2t)n. 
U+V ~+~ n 
f f  
Then the first two convolution formulas result immediately from the coefficients of 
t m and t l+m in the formal power series expansions, corresponding to '+'  and ' - ' ,  
respectively. 
The last identity is the bilateralization of the first two binomial formulas. Rewriting 
the second formula with c --+ c -  1/2, we may unify it with the first one as a unilateral 
binomial identity 
Z (2a +/~m)-  k(2 +2#)  a a  (m-k  ]2c -6 (  c+k 
-2k}  c+k \6+2k)  
k 
2(a +c)+ #(m + 3) [  a +c  
+ (_l)~2(a-c + b)+ P(m+ f) (a-c  + 6~ 
a~cq--~ m+6 J' 
which leads us to the last bilateral convolution identity stated in the theorem after the 
parameter replacements 
k- -~p-k ,  a - -~a+p,  c - -+c-p ,  
m ---* m + 2p, 6 + 2p ---~ n 
have been performed. [] 
Theorem 1.7 (Binomial convolution formulas). 
2(2a - m + 1)(2a - 2k - 1) +/~(2a - m)(m - 2k) 
2.  (a -k+½)  (a -k  -1 )  
x \  m-2k  } \  2k 
2),(a + c)+ mlt (a + c~ + 22(0 - c )+ m# (a m c) 
a+c-  \ m / a -c  ' 
(1.10a) 
= (1.lOb) 
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Z 2(2a - m + 1)(2a - 2k - 1) + p(2a - m)(m - 2k) 
(a -k+½)  (a -k -k )  
+a-k ]  c+k ) 
1 +2k  
,~ + ,, + 2,~(a + c )+ m,~ r½ +a+~ 
1 ~, l+m ] i+a+c 
(1.10c) 
2 +l l+ 22(a -c )+m#(½ +a-c )  
!+a-c  l+m ' 
2 
Z 2(2a - m + 1)(2a + 2k - 1) + #(2a - m)(m + 2k) 
(a+k+½) (a+k-½)  
(1.10d) 
×(½+a+k]  ( -½+c-k]  (1.10e) 
m + 2k .I \ n - 2k ] 
=22(a+c)+#(m+n)(a+c)  
a+c m+n 
)n 22(a - c + n) + ~(m + n) ~,{a - c + n~] 
+(-1  
a---c-+n m+n " 
(1.1Of) 
Proof. Consider the generating functions 
(2U + #t) U 2~-" × 
U 2c ± V 2c 
U+V 
2U + lit u2a+2c_ m .4_ ,~U -~- ]At u2a_2c_m" 
U+V U+V 
It is not hard to check that 
and 
U+V ct+~ n 
t l  
Then the first two convolution formulas result immediately from the coefficients of 
t m and t l+m in the formal power series expansions, corresponding to '+ '  and ' - ' ,  
respectively. 
The last identity is the bilateralization f the first two, which may be obtained exactly 
in the same as in the proof of Theorem 1.6. [] 
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2. Matrix Multiplications 
Recall a trivial fact about finite sums and matrix multiplication. For three matrices 
defined by 
U : [uij]O<~i,j<~n , V : [vij]o<~i,j<~n , W = [wij]o<~i,j<~n , 
the convolution formulas 
wij = ~-~ UikVkj, i, j = O, 1, . . . ,n 
k 
are equivalent to matrix multiplication U x V = W, therefore imply the determinant 
identity 
det Uxdet  V=det  W. 
By means of the binomial convolution formulas established in last section, we will 
derive, in this way, several matrix multiplcation formulas. Throughout this section, all 
the matrices are (n + 1 ) x (n + 1) matrices, with row and column indices running from 
0ton .  
Theorem 2.1 (Matrix multiplications). For complex numbers c, {x, y} and {2, #}, let 
d, jx -  2x (x + i - j )  
x- ( - i - - j \2 i -2 j} '  i , j  = 0,1 . . . . .  n, (2.1a) 
2y (½+Y+i~)  i , j :0 ,1  . . . . .  n, (2.1b) 
~' JY -  !+y+i_ jk  1+2i -  ,-s - '  
2 
2(c+i+j )+ l t (~+2i - - j ) (  c+ i+ j  ] 
/~ i j c  ~ c+i+j  :+2 i - j ] '  i , j  : 0,1 . . . . .  n. (2.1c) 
we have the matrix multiplication formulas 
[dij(xi)] × [0~ij(cj)] = [oCgij(cj + xi) + oCgij(cj - xi)] , (2.2a) 
[~ij(yi)] × [oCgij(cj)] = [lCgij(½+cy+ y i ) - , cg i j ( l  +cy-Y i ) ] .  (2.2b) 
Proof. Perform, in Theorem 1.6, the parameter substitution 
k --~ i - k, a --+ i + j + cj, m ---* 2 i - j, 
with c replaced by xt and Yi, respectively, for the first and the second binomial identity. 
We get two binomial convolution formulas 
~xi~- i -k \  2 i -  c j+k+j  \ 2k - j  / 
k 
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2(@ + xi + i + j) + #(2 i - j )  {cj + xi + i + j'~ 
C/ "~ Xi + i + j ~, 2i -- j ) 
2(c i - xi + i + j )  +/t(2 i  - j )  (c/ - xi + i + j )  
+ c i -x i  + i+ j  2 i - j  ' 
2yi (½+Yi+i -k )  2 (c j+k+j )+p(2k- j ) ( c j+k+j ]  
Z,  k \  1+2i -2k  c j+k+j  \ 2k - j  ] k ~+yi+i -  
~(1 "~-CJ~-I y i+ i+ j )  +/*(1 + 2 i - j )  (½ +Ci+ y i+ i+ j )  
+cj + y~ +i+ j  1 +2 i - - j  
2( l+c / -y i+ i+ j )+#<l+2i - j ) ( l+c / -y i+ i+ j )  
1 "~Cj -- y i+  i + j  1 + 2 i - - j  
They are equivalent to the matrix multiplications stated in the theorem. [] 
Proposition 2.2 (Matrix multiplications). For { agij(x ), ~ij(x)} as in Theorem 2.1, we 
have 
[ (c ,+ i+ j ] ]  
[d,..j(x,)] x L', 2 i - j  )J 
--[/ ,, +,, + ÷x, +,  m (2.3a) 2i - j  2i - j  }] ' 
[~ij(Yi)] X [ (c j+ i+ j ] ]  
[ \  2 i - j  }J 
E/ / (  )] l +¢ i+y i+ i+ j  2+e/ - -y i+ i+ j  = l+2 i - j  - l+2 i - j  ' (2.3b) 
Proof. For 2 = 1 and # = 0, the matrix multiplications in Theorem 2.1 reduce to 
these stated in the proposition, which may also be derived irectly from the binomial 
convolutions of Theorem 1.4. [] 
Proposition 2.3 (Matrix multiplications). For { dij(x ),~ij(x )} as in Theorem 2.1, we 
have 
r 2cj+3j (c j+ i+ j ) ]  
[dij(xi)] × [~j~_~-~\ 2 i - j  
I 2__cj + 2xi + 3j + i 
Ci + xi + i + j  (cj + xi - 2i - j  + J )  
2cj - 2xi + 3j (cj - xi + i + j ) ]  ]
+ 7--xTTi +j  2 i - j  ' 
(2.4a) 
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[Mij(Yi)] × [ 2cj+3j "'q{cj+i+j]|  
[c j+ i+ j \  2 i - j  ]J 
= [ 2cj+2yi+3j (½+cj+Yi+i+j~ 
½+cj+yi+i+j l+2 i - j  ./ 
2cj-2y~+3j I +c j -Y i+ i+ j ] ]  
- 
! l+2 i - j  ] J  
(2.4b) 
ProoL The matrix multiplications follow from Theorem 2.1 specified with 2 = 2 
and # = -1.  We may also obtain them directly from the binomial convolutions of 
Theorem 1.5. [] 
Proposition 2.4 (Matrix multiplications). For { d ij(x ), Mij(x ) } as in Theorem 2.1, we 
have 
[ cj_._+3i (c j+i+j~ 1 
[ ( )]L~ijXi.j  l c j+ i+ j \  2 i - j  ]1 
- I cj+xi+3i (c j+x i+ i+ j )  
c j+x i+ i+ j  2 i - j  
e j -x i+3i  (c j -x i+ j+ j ) ]  
-~ c}----x; T i  + j 2 i -  " ' (2.5a) 
[ cj+3i (c j+i+j]]  
[~ij(Yi)] X Lc;'7_l-_Tj\ 2 i - j  IJ 
3 +cj+Yi+3i  (½+c i+y i+ i+ j )  
l +c j+y i+ i+ j  l+2 i - - j  
3 +c j -Y i+3 i  c i -y i+ i+ j ) ]  - ½+ 
I 1 +2 i - j  " (2.5b) 
ProoL It follows from Theorem 2.1 specified with 2 = 1 and # = 1. [] 
Theorem 2.5 (Matrix multiplications). For i,j = 0,1 ..... n, let /gij(cl,a,,#) be the 
ecgij(c) defined in Theorem 2.1 with parameters {Z,#} and 
2(2z + 1 ) (2z - 1 ) + (2 ÷ 22z + 4/.tz) (5 + 2i - 2j) 
9~j (z )  = 
2 (z+i - j+a~)  (z+ i - j+L~ 2) 
(L~ +z  + i - j ) .  (2.6) 
Xk ~+2i -  2j 
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We have the matr ix multiplication formulas 
[O~ij(Xi)]×I(CJ-k-i+j--1/2) - j  
= [oCgij(cj + xil2, la) + oCgij(cj -x i[2,-2 - #)],  (2.7a) 
= [l~ij (½ + cj + Yil2,#) - ,~ i j  (½ + cj - yi12,-2 - #)] .  (2.7b) 
Proof. For the last bilateral identity in Theorem 1.7, perform the parameter eplacement 
a --~ zi + 6/2, c ---~ i + j + cj, k --~ i - k, 
m ---~ 6, n -+ 2 i -  j. 
Then we may reformulate it as a binomial convolution formula 
~-, 2(2zi + 1) (2zi - 1) + (2 + 22zi + 2~i )  (6 + 2i - 2k) 
Z.., 
k (Zi + i k + (zi + i - k + - -  
( '+a+z i+ i -k )  -½+c j+k+j )  
2(Oh-2cj + 2zi + 2i-t- 2 j )+/ . f law 2i - j) {~ +cj +zi + i + j'~ 
a a+2i - j  \ ] ~+c j+z i+ i+ j  
+(_  1)a 2(6 + 2cj - 2zi + 2i + 2j) - (22 +/~)(6 + 2i - j )  
a ~+cj -z i+ i+ j  
X(~ q-Cj--aiq -i 
6+2 i - j  +J)" 
The matrix multiplications tated in the theorem follow, respectively, from these con- 
volution formulas with 6 = O, 1 and # ---+ 2l,. [] 
For triangular matrices {Xk, qgk} defined by 
[2xk  (xk+i - j )  1 (2.8a) 
Y'k= xk+i - j \  2 i -2 j  o<~i,j~n, 
2yk . (½+Yk+i - j~]  (2.8b) ~k= 
½+Yk+i - - j  1 +2 i -2 j  ]JO<~i,j{n, 
their products are commutative in view of (1.8e)-(1.8f) 
5fk~fl = 5FtRck 
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= [ 2xk+2xl (xk+x~+i- - j )  
xk + Xt + i -- j  2i -- 2j 
2Xk--2Xt ( -xg+i - j ) ]  
-----xT ~ i--- j _ xk 2i--2j ' -4 Xk 
= [½ 2xk + 2y~ (½ +xk + yg+i - j )  
+Xk+yt+i - - j  1 +2i - -2 j  
, 2___xL--2_y/ (½+xk-yf+i-J)]l+2i_2j ' 
+xk - Y+ + i - j  
= [ 2yk+2y+ ( l+yk+ye+i - - j )  
l + yk + y+ + i -- j 2+2i - -2 j  
(1+ Yk-  Yt + i - j ) ]  





By means of these matrices, we can iterate the matrix multiplications in Theorem 2.1 
and obtain the following generalized matrix product identities: 
2i 
L~k=+l,O ~k,<p) C + i + j  + (e,X) 
(c + i  + j + (e,x))] (2.10a) 
× 2i - j  ' 
ql~2""qlP× [2(c+i+J)+#(2i-j)(c+i-+jJ)]c+i+j 2i 
[ ~< 2(++c+i+J+(a 'Y ) )+ I t (p+2i - j )  
= rffg) e +c+i+j+ (g,y) 
/ek =::= 1, (1 ~k<~p) 2 
×(2 ~+c +i+ j  + <~,y)]] (2.lOb) 
p+ 2 i - j  / J '  
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i 
P P [2(c+i+j)+l~(2i- j )(c+i+j)]  
HYCkH~t× c+i+j  k 2 i - j  Jj 
k=l f=l  
z 
gk, ~:l =q-  1 
(1 <~k<~ p, 1 <~( <~ p~) 
2 (~ +c+i+j  + (/3, x)+ <d,y)) + #(p' + 2i- j )  
× k I 
L2 +c+i+j+ (e,x) + (e',y) 
X (pl2 +c +i+jp, + +2i(e'x)-j + (/3', y))]  , 
where coordinate products and scalar products are defined by 
p p' 
~(~) = IX/3k, 7~(~; t )  = He~,  
k=l 
P 
(/3, X) = Z 13kXk' 
k=l 
for four complex vectors 
/3 ~--- ( /31 , ,~2, ' ' ' , /3p) ,  




(e',y) = E/3kYk 
k=l 
/31 ¢ / I )~ 
(~1,/32~ • • • ,/3pt 
y = (yl,Y2,...,ypt). 
(2.10c) 
3. Determinant identities 
By means of the matrix product formulas, we will establish several determinant eval- 
uations. Throughout the section, we use the abbreviation (y) = YoYz... yn frequently. 
Theorem 3.1 (Symmetric determinant identities). 
det [(c--}-xi+i+j] (c-x i+~+j)]  
o<~i,j<~n 2 i - j  J ÷ 2i- " 
n 
= 2 "+~ MRR,(c) = H d2k(2c), 
k=0 
det [ (½+c+yi+ i+ j ) _ (½+c-y i+ i+ j ) ]  
O<.i.j<~n 1 +2 i - j  1 +2 i - j  
n 
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[ 2c -2x i+3 j (c -x i+ i+ j ) ]  det 2c + 2xi + 3j (c + & + i + j )  + 
o <. i. j <. n k c---+--x i --+ i + j 2 i - j c --- x i -+ -i -+ j 2 i - j  
= 4 "+l MRRn(c - 1/2) = 2 n+l 15I Azk(2c -- 1), (3.2a) 
k=O 
det [ 2c+2y i+3 j  c+y i+ i+ j~ 
O<i,j<~n[l-k-C-k-yiq-iq-j(l + l+2 i - - j  / 
2c - 2yi + 3j c - Yi + i + j ] ]  
2 ~-cUT+i+j( 1+ ! 1 +2 i - j  ]J 
n 
= 4n+tTt(y)MRRn(c - 1/2) = 2 n+l r t (y)H A2k(2c -- 1), (3.2b) 
k=0 
[ c+x i+3 i  (c+x i+ i+ j~ c - -x i+3 i  (c - -x i+~+j ) ]  
det 7k--x-Ti 7+-- i + j \ 2 i - j  ] + O<~i,j~n C C - -  X i "~ i + j 2i -- " 
n 
= 2 n+l ABI . (C)  = 2 "+1HAzk_ I (2c  + 1), (3.3a) 
k=l 
3-+-c+yiwgi  ( lq -c -q -y i+ i+ j )  
det 1 +- j  ~ 1 + 2i - j ] 
O<~i,j<n 5 @ C -~- Yi + i 
17(- c-- 'yi-+--~ j ( ½ + c - yi + i + +2 - j
= 2 n+l *t(y) AB'n(c ) = 2 "+l n(y) f I  A2k-l(2c + 1). (3.3b) 
k=l 
Remark.  When X i ~ X and yj -- y, the first two identities (3.1a) and (3.1b) reduce 
to Andrews-Burge [3, Eqs. (1.4) and (1.5)] where the former has been rederived by 
Krattenthaler [13] in an alternative way. They imply two determinant evaluations: 
det [2c+3j  c+i+ j ) ]  r I  
O<i , j<~n /'C-'-~5 ~J" ( 2i J = A2k+0(2c - 1) 
k=0 
det [ c+3 i  (c+ i+ j j ) ]  =~iA2k_ , (2c+l )  
o<.i,j<.n c + i + j 2i k=l 
[AB.(c)], 
[AB'n(~)], 
whose extension [14, Theorem 10] in another direction reads as 
det E c+ +i 
o<.i.j<, c+:+i+j \  •+2i 
= I-I k( l + c )k +t ( E + 2c )3~ (2f + c )3k 
k=o (E + 2k)! (1 + c)2k (f + 2c)2k (2~ + c)2k 
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which does not admit the symmetric generalization with the so-called 'averaging prop- 
erty' as in the theorem. 
In fact, for xk =- 1/2, the identity (3.1a) becomes 
2 i -  
which  is equivalent to ABn(c) under replacement c ~ c -  1/2.  From this evaluation, 
we may further derive 
det [ c+3 i  (c+~. j ) ]  
o<~i,j<., c + i + j  2i 
= det I 2c+3j  (c+ i+J~]~I  c+3k 
O<~i,j<~n [c+i+ j  ~, 2 i - j  }J 2c+3k 
k=0 
~[ c+3k n 
= ~- -~A2k(2C- -  1) = HA2k_I(2C + 1), 
k=0 k=l 
which gives ABt,(c). It is also equivalent to [3, Eq. (5.5)]. When c = 1, the comparison 
of this result with [3, Eq. (4.7)] gives 
n n--1 
H A2,(-3) = I I  A2k-l(3)' 
k=l k=l 
which may be verified without difficulty from the definition of {Ak}. [] 
Proof. By means of MRRn(c), mBn(c ) and AB'n(c), the corresponding determinants 
of matrix multiplications from Propositions 2.2-2.4, specified with cj = c, yield the 
determinant identities tated in the theorem. [] 
Proposition 3.2 (Non-symmetric determinant identities). For the matrix defined by 
(~ij(C]2,]. l )= 2(c+i+j )+#(E+2i - j )  ( c+ i+ j  ~ i , j  =0,1 ..... n 
c+i+j  f +2 i - j} '  
we have the determinant identities 
det [o~ij(c +xi]2,#) + o~ij(c -xi12,-2 - #)] 
O<~i,j<~n 
n 
= (22) n+l MRRn(c - 1/2) = 2 n+l ]-IA2k(2c -- 1), (3.4a) 
k=0 
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det [|~ij (½ + c -4- yi[2,#) - l~ i j  (½ q- c -  yil~,,-)~- #)] 
O<~i,j<~n 
n 
= MRR,,(c - 1/2) H(2  + 2/~ + 22yk) 
k=0 
= I-I Azk(2C -- 1 )l{/~ + 2yk + 2/2}. 
k=0 
(3.4b) 
Note that these two determinants do not possess the so-called 'averaging property' 
defined by Goulden-Jackson [10]. But they contain, for 2 -- 2 and # = -1,  (3.2a) and 
(3.2b) as special cases, respectively. 
Proof. Taking determinants for the matrix multiplications stated in Theorem 2.5 with 
cj - c, we get the determinant identities immediately. [] 
Corollary 3.3 (Determinant evaluations). 
o<~i,j<~n (c+i+j+½)  (c ; iT - f~)  ~+c+i+J2i - j  
n 
= 4 l+n MRR,(c - 1/2) = 2 n+l 1-[ A2k(2c - 1), (3.5a) 
k=0 
det [ (2 i - j - l )+2(c+3i ) (2c+3J ) (½+c+;+j ) ]  
0~/,j~<. L ~+;+~+ ~ (~--+~-~--]j-~ , 2 i -  
n 
= 4 "+l ABI,(c) -- 4 "+l I-[A2k_x(2c + 1). (3.5b) 
k=l  
| 1 in (3.3a), we Proof. The first identity follows from (3.2a) with xk -- 3" Setting xk - 
deduce the second identity which is equivalent to [3, Eq. (5.3)]. Therefore, we may 
consider (3.3a) and (3.3b) as bivariate xtensions of Andrews-Burge [3, Eq. (5.3)]. 
[] 
Theorem 3.4 (Symmetric determinant identities). 
dot r c+xi+i  ic-x + l] 
o<.i,j~ [k 2 i - j  ] + 2 i - j  
= 2~+lGJ.(c) = 2n+l f i  (1 + c + k/2)~-k (3.6a) 
2 k (1/2)k ' 
k=0 
det [ ( l+c+y i+ i~- ( l+c-y i+ i ) ]  
o~i,j<<,n l + 2 i - j  ) l+2 i - j  
= 2 n+l re(y) GJ,(c) = 2 n+l 7z(y) I~[ 
(1 + ¢ + k/2)°_, 
k=0 2 k (1/2)k 
(3.6b) 
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det [2c+2x i+ j (c+x i+ i ]  2c -2x i+ j (c -x i+ i ] ]  
o,<,j_<,L 777+5 v 2 i - j  / + c--~-i+--ft ', 2 i - j  i] 
1-~ (c + (1 + k)/2),_k 4n+l (3.7a) 11 2 k (1/2)k ' 
k=O 
det [2c+2y i+ j  (½+c+yi+ i )  2_c-_2.._yi__+__j (½+c-y i+ i ) ]  
o~<i, j4n ½+c+yi+i  1 +2 i - j  ½+c-y i+ i  1 +2 i - j  
= 4n+l n(y) lYi (c + (1 + k)/2),-k (3.7b) 
k=o 2 k (1/2)k 
Remark. When X i ~- ½, we may restate (3.6a), with parameter replacement c ~ c - ½, 
as a determinant evaluation 
det [2c+j (  e+i  ]]  =2n+ , ~ic+(l+k)/2)._k (3.8) 
O<.i,j<~n [ _ -7~ k 2 i - j J J  2k (1/2)k ' 
k=O 
which is obviously equivalent to GJ,(c). 
Proof. The first pair of identities follows from determinant evaluation GJn(c) and 
matrix multiplications tated in Propositions 2.3 with cj = c -  j. The second pair of 
identities follows from determinant evaluation (3.8) and matrix multiplications tated 
in Propositions 2.3 with cj = c - j .  [] 
Proposition 3.5 (Non-symmetric determinant identities). For the matrix defined by 
2(c+i)+p((+2i-j)( c+i ) i , j - -O ,  1 .... n, 
(~,~ij( C] ~, ~2 ) : c + i + j ( + 2i - j ' ' 
we have the determinant identities 
det [o~ij(c + xil2, ~z) + o~ij(c - xi]A, -A - p)] 
O<~i,j<~n 




det [l-~ij (½ + c + yil2,/~) - ,~ij(½ + c - yi l2,-2 - #)] 
O<~i,j<~n 
1l 
= GJn(c - 1/2) 1-I(2 + 21, + 22yk) 
k=O 
= 12i (c + (1 + k)/Z)n-k {2 + 2/~ + 22yk}. 
2 k (1/2)k 
k=O 
(3.9b) 
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Note that these two determinants do not possess the so-called 'averaging property' 
defined by Goulden-Jackson [10]. But they contain, for 2 = 2 and # = -1, (3.7a) and 
(3.7b) as special cases, respectively. 
Proof. Taking determinants for the matrix multiplications stated in Theorem 2.5 with 
C/= c - j ,  we get the determinant identities immediately. [] 
Theorem 3.6 (Symmetric determinant identities). 
det [ (c+x i+ i - J )+(c -x i+ i - J ) l  
o.<i,j.<. 2i - j  2i - j  
= 2n+lGJtn(c ) = 2,+1 f i  (1 + c - n + k/2)n-k 
det [ (½+c+yi+i - J ) - ( l+c -y i+ i - J ) l  
o~i/<~, l+2 i - j  l+2 i - j  
l-~ (1 + c - n + k/2 )._k 2n+l rc(y) GJtn(c) 2.+1 7~(y) 
11~:o 2 k (1/2)k ' 
(3.10a) 
(3.lOb) 
det [2C+2x i - j  (c+xi+i-j] 
O<~i,j<~n Lc-~-7 i-Z) 2 i - j  / + 
2C--2xi- - j  (C--Xi+i--j)l 
C---- ~-+ i T j  \ 2 i -- j 
(c - n + (1 + k)/2)n-k 4n+l 
k=oll 2 k (1/2)k ' 
(3.11a) 
det 2c + 2y/_-_J_" .(½+c+yi+i-j) 
o<.ij<<.. ½+c+yi+i - j \  1 +2 i - j  
½ +c-yi+~zj l+2 i - j  
n 
= 4 "+l it(y) I-I (c - n + (1 + k)/2).-k 
k:O 2 k (1/2)k ' 
(3.11b) 
det r c__+xi:i_ (c+xi+i-j~ c -x i - i  (c-xi+i-j)] 
o<~i,j<~nLc.+xi+i- j 2 i - j  /+  c ~Xi~r- i - - j \  2 i - - j  
= 4n+l I~  c -  k (c -  n + (1 + k)/2).-k 
k=o 2c ~lc 2 k (1/2)k 
(3.12a) 
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det -½+c+yi - i  (½+e+yi+ i - j )  
o <~ i, j < n ½ -"+-c -+'--~i -T i ----j 1 +2 i - j  
-½+c-y i - i  l+c  y i+ i - j ) ]  
1 +2i - j  
~i c -k  (c -n+( l+k) /2 ) , _k  
= 4 "+l rffy) 2~ -~Ic 2 k (1/2)k 
k=O 
(3.12b) 
Remark. When xi = ½, the first identity (3.10a) may be reformulated, with c ~ c -  ½, 
as a determinant evaluation 
det [½1+2c- j  (½+c+_~-j)] =2n+l~i(l+c--n+k/2)n_k 
O<~i,j<<.n +c+i - - j  2i k=O 2k (1/2)k ' 
which, in turn, implies two determinant evaluations. 
det [2c - j  (c+i_~j)] =2n+ 1~(c -n+(1  +k)/2) . -k  (3.13a) 
o<~i,j<~n [c-+-~-j 2i 2k (1/2)k ' 
k=O 
det [ c - i  (c+/_~.j)] 
o~i,j<~n c+ -i-- j 2i 
= 2n+l I~  (C -- n Jr- (1 + k)/2)n-k C -- k 
2 k (1/2)k 2c - k" 
k=0 
(3.13b) 
ProoL The first pair of identities follows from determinant evaluation GJ'.(c) and 
matrix multiplications stated in Propositions 2.2 with cj = c - 2j. The second pair of 
identities follows from determinant evaluation (3.13a) and matrix multiplications stated 
in Propositions 2.3 with cj = c-2j. The last pair of identities follows from determinant 
evaluation (3.13b) and the case c i = c - 2j of matrix multiplications 
[cj--i + 2j (cj+i +j)] 
× 2; - j  
= [c j+xi - i+2j  -k-xi+i 
L c,+xi+i+j 2i- j  +j) 
Cj--xi- - i+2j(cj- -xi+i+j)]  (3.14a) 
[c j - i  + 2j (cj+i +j]] 
[~ij(Yi)] × [.cj+i+j k 2 i - j  ]J 
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_1 +cj+Y i - - i+2 J (½+cj+Y i+ i+ j ]  
--I +cj-- Z~'~-i-'~ (½ +cj - -y i+ i+ j~]  
- 1 +2 i - j  }J '  
(3.14b) 
which are special case 2 = 1 and # = -1  of Theorem 2.1. [] 
Proposition 3.7 (Non-symmetric determinant identities). For the matrix defined by 
e~lij(cl2,#) = )~(c + i - j )+  #(( + 2 i - j )  ( c + i -  j ) 
c+ i - j  ~+2i - j} '  i , j  = 0,1 . . . . .  n, 
we have the determinant identities 
det [o~q(c +xi l2 ,#)  + o~l~(c - xil2,-2 - #)] 
O<i,j<n 
= (22) n+l GJ',,(e - 1/2) = (22) "+l 12[ (c - n + (1 + k)/2)._k 
2 k (l/2)k k=0 
(3.15a) 
det [l~lij (½ + c + yi12,#)- - l~i j (½ "~ C--  y i l2 , -2 -  #)] 
O<~i,j<~n 
n 
= GJ',,(c - 1/2) H(2  + 2# + 22yk) 
k=0 
=/2  I (c - n + (1 + k)/Z),_k {2 + 2# + 22yk}. 
2 k (1/2)k k=0 
(3.15b) 
Note that these two determinants do not possess the so-called 'averaging property' 
defined by Goulden-Jackson [10]. But they contain, for 2 = 2 and # = -1 ,  (3.11a) 
and (3.11b) as special cases, respectively. 
Proof. Taking determinants for the matrix multiplications tated in Theorem 2.5 with 
cj = c - 2j, we get the determinant identities immediately. [] 
Theorem 3.8 (Symmetric determinant identities). 
IIc+x'+i   
o<~i,j<n 2 i - j  ) + \ 2 i - j  
(l+n] in I= 2n+lMRRln(c ) = ( -1 )  2 - A2k(-2 - 2c), 
k=0 
(3.16a) 
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det [ (½+c+yi+i -2 j ) _ (½+c-y i+ i j -2 j ) ]  
o<~i,j<~n 1 + 2 i - j  1 + 2i- 
(l+n) n 






= (-1)" 2 "2n+l HAzk(_  1 -2c) ,  
k=0 
det ' ~c-+-~i + i  7 2j 1 +2 i - j  O<.i,j<~n 
2c--2yi--3j (½+c-yi+i--2j)]  
± + c -7+i - -2 j  1 +2i--j 2 
(l+n) in I= (-1)" 2 2 "+l re(y) Azk(-1 - 2c), 
k=0 
[ 2c + 2x~ - 3j (c + & + i - 2c - 2& - 3j (c - xi + i - 2j) ] 





(l+n) 1~ I = (--1) 2 2n+I Azk-l(1 - 2c) 
k=l 
[ -3+c+yi -3 i  /½+c+yi+i-Zj]  
det / ~ . . . . . . . . . .  / O<~i,j<~n[~+c+yi+i--2j\ l+2 i - - j  / 
)] ½ +cs-yT + i--Sj ( ½ + c -  y* + i -  zj 
1 +2 i - j  
gt 
= (--1)(l+n)2 n+l ~(y) 1-I A2e_l(1 - 2c). 
k=l 
[ c+xi-3i (c+xi+i -  c -x i -3 i  ( c -x i+ i -  ] 
c--77i77----2j\ 2 i - j  2J)+c---f,.TkT---2j 2 i - j  2j) 
(3.18a) 




(l+n) I~  1+2c-3 j  l+c+i -2 j ] ]  =(- -1)  2 Azk( -2 -2c) ,  
2 i - j  
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which, in turn, implies two determinant evaluations. 
[ ( n 
det 2c-3 j  c+ i -2 j ) ]  =(_1)( '2+")HA2k+o(_ 1 2c) ,  (3.19a) 
o<.i,j<., cTi--2j 2 i - j  ]J k=o 
)0~") " 
det c -3 i  ( c+ i -2 j '~ l=(_ l  1- iA2k_, (+l_2c) .  
o<~i.j<<., c~-i---2j  2 i - - j  ]J k=l 
(3.19b) 
Proof. The first pair of identities follows from the determinant evaluation MRR~,(c) 
and matrix multiplications tated in Propositions 2.2 with cj = c - 3j. The second pair 
of identities follows from determinant evaluation (3.19a) and matrix multiplications 
stated in Propositions 2.3 with cj = c - 3j. The last pair of identities follows from 
determinant evaluation (3.19b) and the case cj = c -  3j of matrix multiplications 
f cj - 3i+ 3j (cj + i + j ]  ] 
[affij(xi)] x L c j+ i+ j \ 2 i - j  ]J 
__ [c j+x i -3 i+3 j  +x i+ i+ j )  
-- L c j+x i+ i -b j  (cj 2 i - j  
x +i+,ll 
-{ -c) Z xi--(- i + j 2i - j 
(3.20a) 
[cj - 3i+ 3j (cj + i + j~] 
[9~(/(yi)] × L ci~-t~-~J " \ 2 i - j  ]J 
3 + ej -q- Yi -- 3i+ 3j (½ "~ Cj "}- yi + i + j ]  
= l+¢ j+Y iT"  ~ l+2 i - j  t 
-3- -_ (1 _ yi +i+j)] 
~+cj -y i+ i+ j  \ 1 +2 i - j  2 
(3.20b) 
which are special case 2 = 1 and # = -2  of Theorem 2.1. [] 
Proposition 3.9 (Non-symmetric determinant identities). For the matrix defined by 
/5¢ij(c12, , )  = 2(c + i - 2j) + #(:  + 2i - j )  ( c + i - 2j ) 
c+i+j  E+2i - j  ' i , j=0 ,1  ... . .  n, 
we have the determinant identities 
det [o6,aij(c + xi I~., #) + oaaij(c - xi 12, -;~ - p)] 
O~i,j~n 
~l+n~ n 
= (2 ,~)"<Mm~'o(c  - 1 /2)  = ( -1 ) "  2 ,~,+~ 1- i  &k(_ l  _ 2c) ,  
k=O 
(3.21a) 
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= Mm;(c - l/2) n(A + 2~ + 21yk) 
k=O 
=(-I) (") fi &k(- 1 - 2c){p + Ayk + /2/2}. (3.21b) 
k=O 
Note that these two determinants do not possess the so-called ‘averaging property’ 
defined by Goulden-Jackson [lo]. But they contain, for il = 2 and ,U = - 1, (3.17a) 
and (3.17b) as special cases, respectively. 
Proof. Taking determinants for the matrix multiplications tated in Theorem 2.5 with 
Cj = C - 3j, we get the determinant identities immediately. 0 
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